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Abstract

Coded structured light is an optical technique based on active stereovision which al-

lows shape acquisition. By projecting a suitable set of light patterns onto the surface

of an object and capturing images with a camera, a large number of correspondences

can be found and 3D points can be reconstructed by means of triangulation. One-

shot techniques are based on projecting an unique pattern so that moving objects

can be measured. A major group of techniques in this field define coloured multi-slit

or stripe patterns in order to obtain dense reconstructions. The former type of pat-

terns is suitable for locating intensity peaks in the image while the latter is aimed to

locate edges. In this paper we present a new way to design coloured stripe patterns

so that both intensity peaks and edges can be located without loss of accuracy and

reducing the number of hue levels included in the pattern. The results obtained

by the new pattern are quantitatively and qualitatively compared to similar tech-

niques. These results also contribute to a comparison between the peak-based and

edge-based reconstruction strategies.
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1 Introduction

The shape acquisition problem has long been a challenge for the computer vision

community [1,2]. The effort put into finding solutions has led to a large taxonomy of

non-contact optical techniques [3]. In this field, two major groups of techniques can

be distinguished: passive and active. Passive techniques are based on obtaining the

shape of the object without introducing energy into the scene. Some of the cues used

are shape from motion, texture and shadows which are extracted by using a single

image or a set of images captured by a single camera or multiple cameras. One of the

most well-known passive techniques is stereovision [4]. The main difficulty of stere-

ovision consists of solving the correspondence problem between the different views

of the same object. Even if the correspondence problem can be made easier thanks

to geometrical constraints [5], its solution is still difficult and computationally ex-

pensive. Furthermore, stereovision systems cannot ensure a maximum resolution; in

fact, the number of correspondences and the number of 3D points is quite reduced

because it is highly dependent on the observed object. Moreover, when the mea-

sured object does not contain singular points, such as corners, or it is not highly

textured, correspondences cannot be found. Despite these limitations, stereovision

techniques still have an outstanding potential thanks to the huge amount of infor-

mation that can be obtained by using cameras. Investigations into how to get the

most from this potential led to a powerful solution: active stereovision. In general

terms, active optical techniques project light onto the object and then the reflected

light is measured; in this way, information on shape and range can be calculated. In

the specific case of active stereovision, controlled illumination is projected onto the

object and then a camera, or a set of cameras, is used to capture the images. The

controlled illumination is used to project singular points onto the object surface.
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Therefore, the correspondence problem can be solved easily.

In the development of active stereovision techniques, structured light was the first

to appear. Structured light techniques basically involve projecting laser planes or

laser dots and scanning the object surface. An image must be captured for every

position of the scanning laser. For each image, all the pixels which are illuminated by

the laser can be triangulated and reconstructed. The main advantages of structured

light techniques include the easy image processing involved and the high accuracy

that can be achieved in the 3D reconstruction. In some of these techniques, however,

the mechanical operations required or the number of images that must be taken can

become a drawback.

Coded structured light can be considered as a logical evolution of classical structured

light techniques. The aim of this group of techniques is to increase the resolution

achieved in every image. Such techniques are based on projecting bidimensional

light patterns by using devices such as slide projectors and, more recently, LCD

(liquid-crystal device) and DMD (digital mirror device) projectors. The systems

based on these devices are more flexible since the projected patterns can be easily

and inexpensively changed. The patterns are designed so that a set of points are

encoded, i.e. its pattern position can be retrieved from the camera image(s) by

gathering local information around this encoded point. A key element of coded

structured light techniques is the coding strategy used to generate the light patterns.

A coding strategy is needed to avoid ambiguities in the projected patterns, i.e.

different pattern regions being equal and therefore, indistinguishable. The coding

strategy used strongly determines the performance of the technique in terms of

resolution, accuracy and the number of required patterns.

Two main groups of techniques based on coded structured exist [6]. The first group,

called time-multiplexing, is based on projecting a sequence of patterns so that colour

is not required but only static objects can be measured. The second group is based

on projecting a unique pattern and it is referred as one-shot techniques. In this

paper we focus on one-shot techniques based on a coloured pattern. Concretely,

the paper presents a new way of encoding coloured one-shot patterns. Even if this
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type of patterns are usually limited to colour neutral or pale objects, they can

obtain very good results in terms of resolution and accuracy. The aim of the new

coding strategy is to define a hybrid pattern so that it improves the performance

of similar existing patterns in terms of resolution and accuracy. The structure of

the paper is as follows. First, in Section 2, a brief overview of one-shot techniques

based on coded structured light is presented, focusing on techniques using colour.

Secondly, in Section 3, we describe two of the most usual coloured patterns in one-

shot techniques and we present the new pattern which combines the advantages of

both of them. Afterwards, details about the segmentation and decoding processes

for the new pattern are exposed in Section 4. The system’s calibration is briefly

explained in Section 5. Then, the hybrid pattern is compared to similar patterns

through experimental results from a quantitative and a qualitative point of view in

Section 6. Finally, the conclusions of the paper are discussed in Section 7.

2 Overview of one-shot techniques

According to an early study of the state of the art on coded structured light [6], it

can be stated that most part of one-shot techniques are based on spatial coding. In

time-multiplexing techniques the labels of the encoded points are multiplexed along

a sequence of patterns. In spatial coding (one-shot techniques) the label is encoded

in a local neighborhood. Therefore, while time-multiplexing techniques assume that

the object remains static, spatial techniques generally assume that the object surface

is locally smooth.

Different coding strategies can be found in the bibliography leading to patterns

where a set of columns, rows or both can be uniquely identified by decoding local

spatial data. A large group of techniques exploit the pseudo-random arrays theory [7]

in order to define patterns having the window property [8–11]. For example, Morano

et al. proposed a pattern containing an array of coloured dots so that every window

of m × n dots appears only once in the whole array. In this case, encoded points

are provided since both pattern axis are encoded. Similarly, another major group
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of techniques rely on coding strategies based on pseudo-random sequences [12] in

order to colour multi-slit or stripe patterns. In the former, equidistant bands of

pixels separated by black gaps are coloured so that consecutive slits can have the

same colour. In the latter, the bands are adjacent so that consecutive stripes cannot

share the same colour. By colouring such patterns with pseudo-random sequences

each subset of n adjacent slits or stripes identified by its colour appears only once

in each pattern line orthogonal to the stripes direction [13–15]. Point encoding can

be fulfilled by using grid patterns where both sets of horizontal and vertical slits are

encoded [16,17]. These two groups of techniques are able to obtain large resolution

with a unique image and high accuracy in the 3D measurements. However, the use

of several colours makes them typically sensitive to the object albedo or texture so

that they work properly only with colour neutral or pale objects.

Some efforts have been done in order to define patterns avoiding to exploit colour.

For example, a binary pattern consisting of vertical slits containing random cuts

which uniquely identifies each slit was proposed by Maruyama and Abe [18]. Even

if the binary nature of the pattern makes it robust against the object colour, the

segmentation of the segments can be difficult under certain textures and the decod-

ing stage is quite complex and sensitive to surface discontinuities. In the work by

Guan et al. [19] a method to combine multiple patterns into a single grey-level pat-

tern is presented. The technique relies on the communications theory which is used

to modulate several sinusoidal patterns (which are equidistantly phase-shifted) into

a unique pattern. The perceived image can be decomposed by using demodulation

and the phase of the sinusoidal signal can be recovered. The technique is pretty

robust against the object appearance thanks that the albedo is cancelled during

the phase calculation. However, the authors state that some problems are observed

near edges or regions with sharp variations on albedo or depth. A real-time appli-

cation for global scene reconstruction based on video sequences was implemented

with this pattern. The resolution obtained was enough for allowing human-computer

interaction. However, the resolution obtained by the modulated pattern could be

insufficient in order to obtain dense and accurate reconstructions of objects with

high level of detail. Another recent technique avoiding the use of multiple colours
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was presented by Koninckx et al. [20]. In this case, a stripe pattern of alternating

black and white stripes is projected. In order to distinguish the stripes several par-

allel coding-lines intersecting the stripes with a certain angle are also included in

the pattern. All the coding-lines have the same colour, which is green by default

even if it is on-line adapted taking into account the object predominant colour.

A drawback of this technique is that no dense codification occurs, since only the

intersection points between stripes and coding-lines are actually encoded. These

intersection points can be decoded by using the epipolar geometry of the camera

and the projector. Then, for every image scan-line along the orthogonal direction of

the stripes a unique stripe is encoded while the rest must be relative labeled to this

one. The authors proposed to solve the relative labeling of all the stripes by using

cues from the graph theory [21].

In this paper we focus on classic one-shot techniques based on coloured stripe pat-

terns. These techniques, even if they are typically limited to colour neutral or pale

objects, are very powerful in terms of accuracy and resolution. Our goal is to pro-

pose a new coding strategy for improving the resolution of stripe patterns without

loss of accuracy in the 3D measurements. Next section presents the new pattern

and how it increases the resolution of similar existing patterns.

3 A proposal of a new hybrid pattern

In this section we present a brief review of two classical one-shot techniques and

afterwards a new hybrid pattern combining the advantages of both of them.

As already mentioned in the previous section, there is an important group of one-

shot techniques which are based on coloured multi-slit and stripe patterns. Multi-

slit patterns introduce black gaps between the coloured bands of pixels so that

two consecutive slits can have the same colour. The black gaps also allow intensity

peaks to be detected in the images. Every intensity peak corresponds to the central

position of a certain slit. Thus, the reconstruction step consists of triangulating the

central point of the projected slits with the corresponding intensity peaks detected
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in the image. We refer to this reconstruction strategy as peak-based reconstruction.

On the other hand, in stripe patterns no black gaps are introduced between the

coloured bands of pixels. Therefore, adjacent stripes cannot share the same colour

(hue level). In such patterns, edges between stripes are searched in the image. Every

edge located in the image can be triangulated with the corresponding edge from the

projected pattern so that an edge-based reconstruction is performed.

Note that in multi-slit patterns an edge-based reconstruction is not suitable since

a certain amount of the intensity of a slit is integrated over the surrounding black

regions. Therefore, the edges in the image do not really correspond to the edges

in the pattern definition. Such problem already appears when multiplexing binary

codes by projecting a sequence of binary stripe patterns of successively increasing

frequency [22]. As stated by Trobina [23], the best solution in these cases consists of

projecting every one of the binary stripe pattern and its negative version. Then, by

intersecting the intensity profiles of every pattern pair the edges can be detected with

high accuracy. Unfortunately, this solution is not applicable to one-shot techniques.

Note also that in the case of coloured stripe patterns a peak-based reconstruction

is neither feasible since the pattern is projected with a flat intensity profile.

Let us now briefly present two representative patterns belonging to this group of

one-shot techniques. These patterns will be used to evaluate the performance of the

new pattern presented at the end of the section.

3.1 An example of stripe pattern

A recent powerful technique based on a coloured stripe pattern was presented by

Zhang et al. [15]. The pattern is composed of 125 vertical stripes coloured using 8

different hue levels and is shown in Figure 1a. The edges are located in each scan-

line by searching local maxima (detected with sub-pixel precision) of the following

function

f = dR2 + dG2 + dB2 (1)
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where dR, dG and dB are the intensity gradients of the red, green and blue channels

on the current scan-line. Every edge is labeled as (dR(ei), dG(ei), dB(ei)) where

ei is the position of the edge on the scan-line. The pattern is generated so that

every combination of three consecutive edge labels appears only once as maximum

(window property equal to 3). The correspondence problem between the sequence

of edges located in a scan-line and the sequence of emitted edges is solved by using

dynamic programming. The score function to compare a projected edge with a

received edge is a distance of their labels (see [15] for details).

Figure 1

3.2 An example of multi-slit pattern

The pattern chosen for representing the peak-based strategy consists of 64 coloured

slits, separated by black gaps of the same width. Four colours have been used to

generate the pattern shown in Figure 1b. The sequence of coloured stripes has

window property equal to 3. Similar patterns can be found in the bibliography like,

for example, the one by Chen et al. [24] or the one by Monks et al. [25]. In order

to locate the slits in a camera scan-line, we define the M channel as function of the

RGB channels as follows

M(i) =max(R(i), G(i), B(i)) (2)

i=1..width(scan-line)

Maxima in the M channel correspond approximately to the bounds of the coloured

slit. A coloured slit is said to be between two consecutive maxima if the gradient of

M in this region is predominantly descending. The accurate position of the central

point of a coloured slit is located by using a normalised centroid peak detector [26].

Then, since only 4 colours are projected, the colour of the detected slits can be

easily segmented. The matching of the detected slits on the current scan-line and

the sequence of projected ones is also made through dynamic programming based

on the RGB components of the slits.
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3.3 The new coding strategy

We now propose a new type of coding strategy which defines patterns containing

both edges and intensity peaks. The new hybrid pattern appears as a stripe-pattern

in the RGB space while in the intensity channel it appears as a peak-based pat-

tern. The intensity profile of the pattern is defined as a square function so that it

alternates from a medium intensity stripe to a high intensity stripe.

The coding strategy requires only n = 4 different hue values in order to colour a

pattern with 128 stripes so that a window property of m = 3 stripes is obtained.

The formal definition of the pattern can be noted as follows. Let Wm and Wh be

respectively the width in pixels of a medium-intensity stripe and a high-intensity

stripe. Let S = {1, .., 2nm} be the set of stripe indices. Then, the mapping from the

pattern abscissas to the stripe indices is defined by the following function

stripe : X −→ S

stripe(x) = 2 ((x−1)÷ (Wm+Wh))+







1 ((x−1)mod (Wm+Wh))+1≤Wm

2 otherwise

(3)

where ÷ denotes integer division. The following function determines the intensity

level of a given stripe, which has two possible values L = {high,medium}

Int : S −→ L

Int(x) =







high x mod 2 = 0

medium otherwise

(4)

The pattern is divided in n periods P = {1, .., n} of nm consecutive stripes each

one. In order to determine to which period belongs to a given stripe the following
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function is defined

period : S −→ P

period(s) =
(
(s− 1)÷ 2nm−1

)
+ 1

(5)

Let H = {1, .., n} the set of indices to the hue values chosen. Then, the hue value

of a given stripe is set as follows

Colour : S −→ H

Colour(s) =







period(s) Int(s) = medium

db
[
((s−1) mod 2n2)+1

2

]

otherwise

(6)

where db is an ordered vector containing a De Bruijn sequence with window property

of 2 like the following one [6]:

db = [1, 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 4, 2, 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 3, 4, 4] (7)

Every stripe with a certain hue value and a certain level of intensity can be labeled

according to the set of labels B = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} by using the following function

Label : H × L −→ B

Label(h, l) =







h l = high

h+ n l = medium

(8)

The sequence of stripes generated by the proposed coding strategy and the De

Bruijn sequence in equation 7 can be represented using the labeling function in

equation 8 as follows

P1 = [5, 1, 5, 1, 5, 2, 5, 1, 5, 3, 5, 1, 5, 4, 5, 2, 5, 2, 5, 3, 5, 2, 5, 4, 5, 3, 5, 3, 5, 4, 5, 4]

P2 = [6, 1, 6, 1, 6, 2, 6, 1, 6, 3, 6, 1, 6, 4, 6, 2, 6, 2, 6, 3, 6, 2, 6, 4, 6, 3, 6, 3, 6, 4, 6, 4]

P3 = [7, 1, 7, 1, 7, 2, 7, 1, 7, 3, 7, 1, 7, 4, 7, 2, 7, 2, 7, 3, 7, 2, 7, 4, 7, 3, 7, 3, 7, 4, 7, 4]
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P4 = [8, 1, 8, 1, 8, 2, 8, 1, 8, 3, 8, 1, 8, 4, 8, 2, 8, 2, 8, 3, 8, 2, 8, 4, 8, 3, 8, 3, 8, 4, 8, 4]

(9)

where Pi is the sequence of stripes corresponding to period i. Note that the elements

{1, 2, 3, 4} correspond to high intensity stripes and 1 indicates the first hue value, 2

the second, etc. On the other hand, the elements {5, 6, 7, 8} correspond to medium

intensity stripes so that, in this case, 5 indicates the first hue value, 6 the second,

etc. Note that in every period, all the medium intensity stripes share the same hue

value, while the hue value of the high intensity stripes is directly chosen according

to the De Bruijn sequence in equation 7.

Figure 1c shows a pattern encoded according to the above strategy. The n = 4 hue

values used are equally spaced in the Hue space so that H = {0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦}.

Finally, the two intensity levels used are L = {0.35, 0.5}. The intensity profile of

the pattern is shown in Figure 1d.

Note that 128 stripes have been coloured by using only 4 levels of hue. Indeed, as

less colours are projected, higher immunity against noise is obtained. The proposed

pattern allows two adjacent stripes to share the same hue value but not the same

intensity level.

The aim of this pattern is to allow both intensity peaks (corresponding to the stripes

central point) and edges between stripes to be detected.

Next section presents the algorithmic details concerning the detection of both in-

tensity peaks and edges and the decoding of the new hybrid pattern.

4 Pattern segmentation and decoding

Given the system configuration of our experimental setup, i.e. a camera and a

projector positioned aside and the pattern consisting of vertical stripes, the decoding

process is based on horizontal scan-lines (in case that the projector and the camera

are not approximately aside, a stereo pair rectification algorithm can be used to
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transform the images taking into account the geometry of the system [27]).

According to the aim of the proposed hybrid pattern, for every scan-line, the in-

tensity peaks corresponding to the centre of every stripe and the edges between

the stripes must be located. Afterwards, the detected stripes centres and the edges

between adjacent stripes must be matched with the projected pattern in order to

obtain correspondences which would be triangulated for reconstructing the illumi-

nated object.

4.1 Scan-line segmentation

First of all, we take advantage of the pattern square intensity profile in order to

segment regions in the scan-line corresponding to medium intensity and high inten-

sity stripes of the pattern. Given the M channel defined in Section 3.2, its second

derivative is calculated. The following numeric filtered linear derivative is used [28]

g(i) =

o/2
∑

c=1

(f(i+ c)− f(i− c)) (10)

where f is the original function (in our case, the M channel of the current scan-

line), g is the corresponding filtered linear derivative of order o, and i indicates

the element index which is being filtered. This filtering operator is applied twice

in order to obtain the filtered second derivative of the M channel. The order o of

the filter must be chosen according to the apparent stripes width of the pattern

in the images, which must be always greater than o (in our experiments we have

used o = 6). The effects of applying this filtered derivative in a signal showing a

maximum and a minimum is shown in Figure 2a. Note that the second derivative

strongly enhances the intensity differences, producing more enhanced peaks. Then,

the second derivative can be used to segment maximum and minimum intensity

regions of the pattern by simply binarizing it. Concretely, regions where the second

derivative is less than 0 are binarised to 1 and inversely. In Figure 2b a portion

of a scan-line of the M channel of a real image is shown. The square signal is the

binarised second derivative of the scan-line. The results of segmenting the stripes by
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using this technique is also shown in Figure 2c-d. In this case, the M channel of an

image with a human hand under the pattern illumination is shown (see Figure 2c).

As can be seen in the resulting binarised image in Figure 2d, the second derivative

is able to segment the stripes even in regions with low intensity (see the black

background behind the hand). In order to avoid to process the image background

a minimum intensity threshold applied to the M channel can be used in order to

detect such regions. Note that the stripes corresponding to the human hand have all

been correctly segmented even if there are contrast variations through the image.

Figure 2

The segmentation of the scan-line by using the second derivative allows us to dis-

tinguish between regions corresponding to medium and high intensity stripes. The

centre of the stripe corresponding to every segmented region can be detected with

sub-pixel accuracy using different peak detectors [26]. After some experiments, we

have found that given the width of the imaged stripes the peak detector obtain-

ing better accuracy is the one based on a normalised centroid. This peak detector

first normalises the pixel intensities by dividing it by the maximum intensity in the

region. Then, it calculates the sub-pixel centre of mass of the region taking into

account only those pixels for which its normalised intensity is higher than a certain

threshold (set to 0.9 during the experiments).

The edges between adjacent stripes can be located by using the following strategy.

Given the stripe centre of a high intensity stripe, the sub-pixel position of the

surrounding edges corresponds to the two closest maxima in the function

g = dR2 + dG2 + dB2 + dM2 (11)

where dR, dG, dB and dM denotes the first derivative (calculated by the linear

filter in equation 10) of the Red, Green, Blue and M channel of the scan-line. This

strategy is very similar to the used in the edge-based stripe pattern by Zhang et

al. [15] but in this case we take profit also of the alternating intensity profile of

the pattern. The sub-pixel position of the maxima in g are calculated by using the

peak detector by Blais and Rioux [28] when a zero-crossing is detected in the first
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derivative of g.

4.2 Scan-line decoding

Once the stripes centres and the edges have been located, it is necessary to match

them with the projected pattern, a process which is known as pattern decoding. The

decoding strategy of our technique is based on the hue value of every segmented

stripe in the scan-line.

The hue value of each segmented stripe is set to be the median hue value of all the

pixels included in the corresponding region. Since only four hue values are projected,

the hue of each region can be easily identified by using simple rules over the RGB

colour like the following ones (taking into account the hue values used in the pattern

proposed in Section 3)







max(R,G,B) = R and G < 0.5R and B < 0.5R ⇒ H = 0◦

max(R,G,B) = G and B < 0.5G ⇒ H = 90◦

min(R,G,B) = R ⇒ H = 180◦

min(R,G,B) = G ⇒ H = 270◦

(12)

Then, for every scan-line a sequence of stripes is recovered and a hue value and

an intensity level (medium or high) is assigned to each one of them. By using the

labeling function presented in equation 8 a numeric sequence representing the scan-

line can be obtained. Ideally, if all the pattern stripes are segmented in the scan-line

and their hue value and intensity level are correctly identified, the numeric sequence

corresponding to the scan-line is equal to the encoded sequence in equation 9. In

such an ideal case, the matching of correspondences between the projected sequence

and the perceived one is straightforward. However, in most cases either the whole

sequence of projected stripes is not visible in the image scan-line or some of them

are incorrectly labeled or disorders may occur.
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In order to robustly solve the correspondence problem that arises we also use dy-

namic programming as in the techniques introduced in Section 3. For details about

the dynamic programming algorithm we refer to [15,29]. In our case, the score func-

tion measuring the similarity between a certain element of the projected sequence

and an element of the perceived one returns only the maximum value when both

elements are the same.

5 System’s calibration

In this section we present the different modelling steps that must be considered

in order to obtain the 3D reconstruction of the illuminated scene. First of all, we

explain how the geometric calibration of the system is performed. Afterwards, some

imperfections of the real system are modeled in order to increase the robustness and

the accuracy.

5.1 Geometric calibration

Geometric calibration of a stereo vision system is the first step towards 3D re-

construction of the illuminated object. A calibration algorithm estimates a set of

parameters of a mathematical model describing the physical behaviour of the sen-

sor, making it possible to measure an object accurately by means of its projection

on the image plane [4, 30].

We refer to the comparative review presented by Salvi et al. [30] for the mathemati-

cal details of the calibration principle. This review concludes that non-linear models

which take into account the radial distortion introduced by the lenses are enough to

obtain high accuracy. In our case, an adaptation of the Faugeras calibration method

which includes radial distortion has been used [4].

In order to calibrate the camera it is necessary to obtain a set of non-coplanar 3D

points and its corresponding 2D projections. To obtain the sample points, we used
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two orthogonal white panels each one containing 20 black squares, placed about 1

meter in front of the camera. The world frame is positioned at the intersection of

both panels as shown in Figure 3. Then, the camera captures an image and the 2D

corners are detected with sub-pixel accuracy by means of image processing. Finally,

2D and 3D points are used to iterate the calibration algorithm to convergence.

Figure 3

The LCD projector can be modelled as an inverse camera, so that the same camera

model remains valid. In order to calibrate the projector, we assume that the camera

has been previously calibrated and that the calibrating panels remain in the same

position. The projector is placed aside the camera so that the angle between the

optical axis of both devices is about 15 degrees. A white grid pattern is projected

onto both panels. We chose the grid cross-points of the pattern as 2D points. Then,

it is necessary to capture an image with the camera. The grid cross-points can be

detected with sub-pixel accuracy. Afterwards, since the camera is already calibrated,

the 3D points can be reconstructed, taking into account certain geometrical con-

straints. Remember that the grid is projected onto the calibration panels and the

world frame is positioned on the bottom angle of both panels, as shown in Figure 6.

Then, the left panel lies on the plane Y = 0, while the equation of the plane con-

taining the right panel is X = 0. In this way, the 3D points, corresponding to the

grid cross-points projected onto the panels, can be triangulated by intersecting the

camera rays with the equation of these planes. Then, the set of 2D and 3D points

obtained with this procedure are used to calibrate the projector’s model.

5.2 RGB channel alignment

Ideally, colour cameras should perceive an intensity peak of white light at the same

image coordinates in the three RGB channels. In practice there is an offset between

the sub-pixel location of the intensity peaks in every RGB channel. This phenom-

enon is known as RGB channel misalignment. It is caused by spatial misalignments

in the different CCD cells perceiving the red, green and blue light respectively. Al-
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though the order of these misalignments is usually below or around one pixel, it

can produce higher order errors in 3D reconstruction. Furthermore, it can be eas-

ily shown experimentally that it is not only cameras the ones suffering from RGB

channel misalignment, but also LCD projectors.

Some authors propose to reduce the camera RGB channel misalignment by viewing

an object providing reference points (like a checkerboard) and locating such points

in the three channels separately. Afterwards, an homography can be calculated

relating the position of the points in the red channel with respect to the ones in

the green channel, and another homography doing the same between the points in

the blue and the green channel. These homographies are then used to reduce the

misalignment in the images [15]. Nevertheless, this method totally ignores the RGB

misalignment in the LCD projector.

We propose to minimise the RGB misalignment observed in the camera images

taking into account both the camera and the projector at the same time. Since

the decoding process is made through horizontal scan-lines, we propose to minimise

the RGB channel misalignment in every scan-line. The algorithm is simple. A flat

white panel is set in front of the camera and the projector at the typical working

distance (about 1 meter in our case). Three patterns consisting of a sequence of

narrow stripes separated by black gaps are projected sequentially: each one having

red stripes, green stripes and blue stripes, respectively. Images of every projected

pattern are taken by the camera. For every scan-line the sub-pixel position of every

intensity peak is located with the detector by Blais and Rioux [28]. In the image

containing the red stripes, the red channel is used to locate the peaks. Similarly, the

green channel is used in the image containing green stripes and the blue channel

for the case of blue stripes. For every scan-line, the median of the sub-pixel offsets

and the relative positions between the three channels are stored. We have observed

that the relative positions of the channels coincide in all the scan-lines and that

the relative offsets are very similar. That is why we finally store two unique offsets

between the central channel and the other two. In our experimental setup we have

found that in the images the central channel is the blue while the green channel is

approximately at 1.26 pixels at its left, and the red channel is about 0.53 pixels at its
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right. These offsets have been named bHg and bHr, respectively. In order to reduce

the global misalignment observed in an image it is necessary to apply the offset

bHg to the green channel and the offset gHr to the red one and then combine the

transformed channels with the original blue channel in order to obtained the rectified

image. Note that the intensity of every transformed pixel in the new channels must

be interpolated from the neighboring pixels in the corresponding source channel

since the offsets are at sub-pixel precision.

5.3 Colour selection and calibration

The proposed hybrid pattern is based on the assumption that two different intensity

levels will be distinguished in the image regions containing the projected pattern.

This is necessary in order to be able to segment the stripes and to identify them

as medium or high intensity stripes. Ideally, any discrete RGB instruction c with

the same level of intensity i should produce the projection of light with the same

intensity I so that the only varying parameter is the wavelength λ. Similarly, a

perfect camera should be able to digitise any incident light of wavelength λ and a

certain intensity I to a discrete RGB triplet C with intensity i. In real conditions,

however, the mapping from the RGB projection instruction c to the imaged RGB

triplet C is a strongly non-linear process. Several radiometric models of a structured

light system composed of a LCD projector and a colour camera can be found in

the bibliography, as for example, in [31,32]. Such models take also into account the

reflective properties of the illuminated scene so that a model of the object albedo is

also estimated. Indeed, the complete radiometric model identification of our experi-

mental setup could be performed. However, taking into account that only 4 colours

(hue values) and 2 different intensity levels are projected in the hybrid pattern,

a simpler algorithm can be performed. Furthermore, since a one-shot technique is

based on a unique pattern projection, the albedo of the object cannot be recovered

so that this part of the radiometric model is unnecessary.

In Figure 4 the system response when projecting the four hue values with different

intensities (from the point of view of the RGB instruction c) is plotted. The response
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is the value of the M channel obtained from the camera image. These curves have

been obtained by projecting solid patterns with each one of the 4 hue values with

different intensity levels. A neutral colour panel has been used in order to not

excessively perturb the projected light. As can be seen, the system response for

each one of the colours is different and it is clearly non-linear. Note that in order

to obtain the same value in the M channel of the image, each one of the 4 colours

must be projected with a different intensity level. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4, by

choosing the two desired values of the M channel, the required projecting intensities

for each one of the colours can be approximately obtained using the curves. With

this simple calibration procedure, the hybrid pattern can be adapted in order to

produce a suitable system response without need of performing a whole radiometric

calibration.

Figure 4

Another typical problem of a structured light system setup is the projector-camera

colour crosstalk [15, 31, 32]. In order to see the role played by this phenomenon let

us remember the model presented by Caspi et al. [31]
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where c is the RGB projection instruction sent to the projector and C the corre-

sponding RGB triplet digitised by the camera. The consign c is actually modified by

the non-linear behaviour of the projector which actually projects a colour denoted

by P. K is a 3 × 3 matrix modelling the albedo of the illuminated object, and A

is the colour crosstalk matrix, while C0 is the RGB tripled digitised by the camera

when there is only ambient lighting. Therefore, A expresses how the RGB channels

of the camera are affected by the RGB channels of the projector.

Experimentally it can be observed that usually the strongest crosstalk appears when

projecting green, since it is not only detected by the green channel of the camera

but also by the red one. In order to minimise the colour crosstalk, we perform two
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calibration processes. First, a solid pattern is projected using each one of the 4

calibrated colours for medium intensity stripes. These colours are defined by the 4

hues selected in Section 3 and the 4 intensities selected in this section which aim to

produce the same medium intensity in the M channel. Then, the following linear

system is defined
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(14)

where (Ri, Gi, Bi) is the average colour perceived by the camera when the instruc-

tion (ri, gi, bi) is sent to the projector and using a colour neutral panel (K = I3).

Matrix Am can be numerically calculated by using singular value decomposition.

The inverse of this matrix can be used to partially remove the colour crosstalk of

the stripes identified during the segmentation process as medium intensity stripes.

Similarly, a matrix Ah is calculated by projecting the colours corresponding to the

high intensity stripes.

6 Experimental results

In this section we show some experimental results validating the proposed hybrid

pattern. The experimental setup consists of an Olympus Camedia digital camera

and a Mitsubishi XL1U LCD projector which are positioned aside with a relative di-

rection angle of about 15◦. Both devices operate at 1024×768 pixels. The measuring

volume is about 30 cm high, 40 cm wide and 20 cm deep.

The calibration of the system has been performed according to the steps presented

in the previous section and summarised in Figure 5. The figure also shows the one-

shot shape acquisition process and its interaction with the data obtained during the

system calibration. Note that the image rectification step is not really necessary if

the camera and the projector are positioned aside with similar tilt angle.

During the experiments three different patterns have been tested: the multi-slit
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pattern (hereafter referred as peak-based pattern) shown in Figure 1a (the width

of both the coloured slits and the black gaps have been set to 7 pixels), the stripe

pattern (hereafter referred as edge-based pattern) by Zhang et al. shown in Figure 1b

(the width of the stripes is also 7 pixels) and our hybrid pattern presented in

Figure 1c (the stripes are also Wm = Wh = 7 pixels wide).

Figure 5

6.1 Quantitative results

The selected techniques have been first compared in terms of accuracy and res-

olution. A measure of the accuracy has been obtained by reconstructing a plane

positioned in front of the camera and the projector at a distance of about 1.2 m.

The accuracy has been characterised by the mean and the standard deviation of the

distances between the reconstructed 3D points and the fitted plane. The figure for

evaluating the resolution is the number of 3D reconstructed points.

When using the peak-based pattern, the 3D points are obtained by reconstructing

the intensity peaks detected in the image. In the case of the edge-based pattern

(Zhang et al.), the detected edges are used to triangulate 3D points. On the other

hand, the hybrid pattern allows to obtain 3D points by reconstructing both inten-

sity peaks and edges. Let us introduce the following notation to refer to the basic

reconstruction strategies allowed in the hybrid pattern:

• M strategy: reconstruction of intensity peaks (maxima) corresponding to the

centre of high intensity stripes.

• m strategy: reconstruction of intensity peaks (minima) corresponding to the cen-

tre of medium intensity stripes.

• E strategy: reconstruction of edges between adjacent stripes.

In fact, not only the individual strategies M , m and E have been used when testing

the hybrid pattern, but also some combinations of them, namely M + m, E + M

and E +M +m.
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Table 1 shows the numerical results obtained by every pattern and the different

reconstruction strategies allowed by each one. In terms of accuracy the best result

is obtained by the peak-based pattern. In second position we find the hybrid pattern

when using the M strategy. In both cases, the average and the standard deviation of

the error is much more lower that when using the edge-based pattern. Furthermore,

we note that the accuracy of the hybrid pattern when reconstructing only edges (E

strategy) is also better that the accuracy of the edge-based pattern. When using the

m strategy with the hybrid pattern, the average error increases considerably while

the standard deviation remains quite similar. This points out that the reconstruction

of minima is much more affected by noise. Therefore, finding the sub-pixel position

of an intensity minimum is a much more sensitive and inaccurate process than

locating an intensity maximum. This is probably caused because the signal-to-noise

ratio is lower in the medium intensity stripes of the hybrid pattern. In terms of

resolution we note that strategies based on intensity peaks (M and m) obtain about

half of the resolution that when reconstructing edges (E strategy). Therefore, from

the numerical results it is not easy to decide which is the best individual strategy

because there is a trade-off between accuracy and resolution.

Table 1

Let us now analyse the results when combining different reconstruction strategies

thanks to the hybrid pattern. Using more than one strategy allows the resolution

to be largely increased (see last column of Table 1). In general, the combination

M+m obtains the same order of resolution that the E strategy. Note however, that

the accuracy of the hybrid pattern when using M +m is slightly better than using

the hybrid pattern and the E strategy. With respect to the edge-based pattern,

the improvement on accuracy is much more significant. On the other hand, we can

emphasise that the combination E + M gets a resolution about 1.5 times greater

than when using E or M+m and obtains similar accuracy. Finally, the combination

E +M +m doubles the resolution of the E strategy. However, we observe a worse

accuracy (the standard deviation of the error is higher). It seems therefore, that

the inclusion of the minima intensity peaks degrades the performance of the hybrid

pattern in terms of accuracy.
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The results of the patterns are qualitative compared in the following section. These

results will help us to decide which combination of reconstruction strategies give

better results when using the proposed hybrid pattern.

6.2 Qualitative results

In this section we present and discuss the visual appearance of several reconstruc-

tions obtained with the selected patterns and the different reconstruction strategies.

First of all we analyse the plane reconstruction explained in the previous section.

In Figure 6a the reconstruction obtained using the peak-based pattern is shown.

Note that the reconstructed surface is very smooth confirming the accuracy results

presented before. Figure 6b shows the surface obtained when using the edge-based

pattern. Note that some visual artifacts, concretely vertical ridges, appear along

the surface. Figure 6c-d shows the surfaces obtained with the hybrid pattern when

reconstructing only maxima intensity peaks and edges, respectively. Note that in

this case a smooth surface is also obtained with the M strategy, while some ridges

also appear when using the E strategy. Nevertheless, we remark that the ridges

obtained with the hybrid pattern when reconstructing edges are much smoother

that the ones appearing in the reconstruction provided by the edge-based pattern.

This fact seems to confirm the accuracy results obtained by both techniques. The

reconstruction obtained by the hybrid pattern when using the M + m strategy is

shown in Figure 6e. Note that a smooth plane is still obtained. The result given

by the hybrid pattern and the E +M strategy is depicted in Figure 6f. Even if a

small loss of accuracy has been predicted in the previous section, we can observe

that the visual appearance is still better that when using the edge-based pattern.

Nevertheless, as expected, the inclusion of the edges in the reconstruction process

make some smooth ridges to appear. Finally, Figure 6g presents the reconstruction

when using the strategy E+M+m. The appearance is bit noisier than the obtained

by the E +M strategy.

Figure 6

Figure 7 presents three colour neutral test objects, namely a mask, a horse statue
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and a sun statue. The images corresponding to the projected patterns (peak-based,

edge-based and hybrid pattern) are also shown. The reconstruction results are plot-

ted in Figure 8.

Figure 7

As expected, the peak-based pattern (first row) and the hybrid pattern using the

M +m strategy (second row) obtain both smooth surfaces and almost absence of

artifacts. However, the reconstructions obtained by the peak-based pattern are too

much smoothed due to the low resolution achieved, so that details like the mask

mouth and the horse eye are not visible. Note that in the result corresponding to the

hybrid pattern and the M +m strategy such details begin to be appreciated. The

gain in visual appearance obtained by the hybrid pattern and the M +m strategy

is confirmed in the sun reconstruction, where the eyes, nose and mouth are better

represented than in the case of the peak-based pattern.

The edge-based pattern (third row) shows pretty performance producing highly

detailed surfaces with absence of important holes. On the other hand, vertical ridges

appear, degrading the smoothness of the surfaces. If we compare the edge-based

pattern and the hybrid pattern using the M+m strategy, the former seems to get a

bit more level of detail. However, since the latter does not have the inconvenience of

the vertical ridges, it is difficult to decide which results are better from a qualitative

point of view.

Finally, the last two rows of Figure 8 present the results obtained by the hybrid

pattern when using the E + M and E + M + m strategies. The E + M strategy

obtains a higher level of detail (see for example the horse mouth, which was not

detected in the previous cases) than the previous techniques. Due to the inclusion of

the edges in the triangulation process, the vertical ridges also appear. However, these

artifacts are smoother than the ones observed in the edge-based pattern results. On

the other hand, it seems that some additional small holes appear and that some

contours near shadows are less well defined. Note also that the differences between

the results of the E + M strategy and the E + M + m strategy can be hardly

distinguished.
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Figure 8

In general, we think that the results obtained by the hybrid pattern are globally

better than the ones obtained by the edge-based pattern proposed by Zhang et

al. [15]. We think that the increase in resolution achieved by the combination of

edges and intensity peaks allows some small details of the objects to be better

reconstructed. In order to show this, Figure 9 presents an ampliation of the sun

reconstruction focusing on the zone corresponding to the nose, eyes and mouth. As

can be seen in Figure 9b, the reconstruction obtained by the peak-based pattern is

quite poor. Note that the quality of the reconstruction is already improved when

using the hybrid pattern and the M + m strategy as shown in Figure 9e. Even if

the reconstruction obtained by the edge-based pattern (see Figure 9c) shows great

level of detail, we can see that the results obtained by the hybrid pattern and the

E + M and E + M + m strategies (Figure 9d and f) are even better. Note that

the shape of the sun nose and mouth and the nose corresponding to the moon are

much more clear in the hybrid pattern reconstructions. We can also point out that

the fold appearing in the left cheek of the sun is better appreciated in the hybrid

pattern results.

Figure 9

Finally, we present to reconstructions obtained with the hybrid pattern taking into

account slightly coloured objects. As said in the beginning of the paper, one-shot

techniques projecting colourful patterns have usually problems when dealing with

non-colour neutral objects. We first show the results obtained when reconstructing a

human hand. The skin usually introduces a strong gain on the red component of the

pattern and at the same time attenuates the whole luminosity reaching the camera.

Figure 10a shows the picture of the hand with the projected pattern. The stripe and

colour segmentation obtained is shown in Figure 10b. The reconstruction results are

plotted in form of points and surface in Figure 10c-d. As can be seen, the level of

detail is as expected very high (see the veins passing through the hand) taking into

account that a unique pattern is projected. The second example consists of three

coloured sheets of papers as shown in Figure 10e. The obtained reconstruction is

presented in Figure 10f.
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Figure 10

7 Conclusions

This paper presents a new coloured pattern for one-shot shape acquisition. The

new pattern aims to improve similar existing patterns in terms of resolution and

accuracy. Among the one-shot colour-based techniques two of the most frequent

patterns are based on multi-slits or stripes. The former is based on coloured bands

of pixels (slits) separated by black gaps so that consecutive bands can have the

same hue value. In the latter, the coloured bands are adjacent (stripes) so that

two consecutive bands cannot have the same hue value. In multi-slit patterns the

intensity profile has periodic peaks corresponding to the central point of the slits.

These are used to find correspondences. In stripe patterns, since the intensity profile

is flat, edges between adjacent stripes are used to find correspondences. Both types

of patterns are usually coloured according to De Bruijn sequences. The advantage

of stripe patterns over multi-slit patterns is that the resolution is higher since no

black gaps must be inserted. However, the number of hue values required is also

higher since adjacent stripes must be different.

In this paper we present a new hybrid pattern which combines the properties of

a multi-slit pattern and the ones of an edge-based pattern. First of all, the new

coding strategy allows a stripe pattern to be defined by using less hue values than

usual. The new pattern contains 2nm stripes, where the window length m is set

to be 3, and n, the number of different hue values used, remains free in order to

obtain the desired resolution. We remind that classical multi-slit patterns contain

nm slits, since consecutive slits can have the same hue. In the case of stripe patterns,

the number of coloured bands is n(n− 1)m−1. Therefore, the resolution of the new

hybrid pattern given a certain number of hue values is always larger than in classic

multi-slit and stripe patterns.

The hybrid pattern has a multi-slit structure in the Intensity channel while it has a

stripe appearance in the RGB space. Then, the odd stripes have a medium-intensity
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value while the even stripes have high-intensity. Since all the stripes are coloured,

both maxima and minima intensity peaks can be located in the images. Furthermore,

edges between stripes can also be detected with accuracy. This allows the pattern

resolution to be increased in a factor up to 2.

A hybrid pattern using the new coding strategy has been implemented with only n =

4 hue levels, obtaining 128 stripes. This pattern has been experimentally compared

to a 64-slit pattern (and the corresponding 64 black gaps among them) using also

n = 4 hue levels and the stripe pattern proposed by Zhang et al. [15] which contains

125 stripes based on 8 different hue levels. The three patterns have been analysed

from quantitative and qualitative points of view. The accuracy and resolution of

each technique has been characterised by reconstructing a plane and measuring

the average and the standard deviation of the fitting error, and the number of 3D

points, respectively. A first conclusion is that reconstructing intensity peaks always

provides more accurate measurements than when reconstructing edges. Indeed, the

sub-pixel estimation of an intensity peak is more stable than the sub-pixel location

of an edge between coloured stripes. This numerical results are confirmed by the

visual appearance of the reconstructions. When reconstructing intensity peaks, the

obtained surfaces are smoother, while in the case of edges, visual artifacts like ridges

appear.

The peak-based (multi-slit) pattern has obtained the better results in terms of

accuracy. Nevertheless, its performance in terms of resolution is quite poor (half

of the obtained by the edge-based pattern). The better results obtained with the

hybrid pattern arise when reconstructing only the maxima intensity peaks. In this

case, however, the resolution is also half of the obtained by the edge-based pattern

(pure stripe pattern). The accuracy of the hybrid pattern when reconstructing only

edges is still better than the one obtained by the edge-based pattern. This fact

is visually confirmed by observing the plane reconstruction. The numerical results

show that the accuracy diminishes when using the hybrid pattern and reconstructing

only minima intensity peaks. This confirms that the medium-intensity stripes are

more sensitive to noise. However, the most interesting results are obtained when

using the hybrid pattern and combining edges and maxima intensity peaks. In this
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case, the accuracy is not so good as for the peak-based pattern, but it is better

than the edge-based pattern. In addition to this, the resolution is increased in a

factor of 1.5. The resolution of the edge-based pattern is overcome by a factor

of 2 when using the hybrid pattern and when reconstructing edges and maxima

and minima intensity peaks. Nevertheless, the accuracy is slightly worse than when

reconstructing only edges and maxima intensity peaks.

Several objects containing high level of details have been reconstructed by using

the three selected patterns. The visual appearance of the reconstructions confirm

that when using only intensity peaks the obtained surfaces are smoother. Other-

wise, when using edges periodic ridges appear. On the other hand, the importance

of increasing the resolution is visually confirmed. In fact, while with the peak-based

pattern coarse object’s reconstructions are obtained, with the edge-based and the

hybrid pattern they are more detailed. Furthermore, it has been shown that when

using the hybrid pattern and reconstructing edges and maxima intensity peaks,

more object’s details are distinguished in the reconstructions. Finally, two results

showing the performance of the new hybrid pattern when reconstructing more dif-

ficult textures, like human skin, have been presented, obtaining good results even

if the colours of the pattern are perturbed by the object’s albedo.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: One-shot patterns compared in this paper. a) Stripe pattern by Zhang

et al. b) Multi-slit pattern similar to the one proposed by Monks et al. c) Hybrid

pattern in the RGB space. d) Hybrid pattern intensity profile.

Figure 2: Stripes segmentation through a filtered second derivative. a) Behaviour

of the 1st and 2nd derivative on a synthetic signal. b) Segmentation of maxima and

minima using the 2nd derivative. c) M channel of an image of a human hand under

the pattern illumination. d) Stripes segmented by using the 2nd Derivative.

Figure 3: Geometric calibration setup.

Figure 4: Non-linear response of the system when projecting the four selected hue

values with different intensity levels.

Figure 5: Schema of the system calibration and the one-shot acquisition steps.

Figure 6: Plane reconstruction. a) Peak-based pattern. b) Edge-based pattern. c)

Hybrid pattern: M strategy. d) Hybrid pattern: E strategy. e) Hybrid pattern: M+m

strategy. f) Hybrid pattern: E+M strategy. g) E+M+m strategy.

Figure 7: Test objects under the patterns illumination.

Figure 8: Reconstruction results of the test objects. The first row corresponds to

the peak-based pattern; second row: hybrid pattern and the M +m strategy; third

row: edge-based; fourth row: hybrid pattern and the E + M strategy; sixth row:

hybrid pattern and E +M +m strategy.

Figure 9: Zone enlargement of the sun reconstruction. a) Picture of the real object.

b) Peak-based pattern. c) Edge-based pattern. d) Hybrid pattern: M+E strategy.

e) Hybrid pattern: M+m strategy. f) Hybrid pattern: E+M+m strategy.

Figure 10: Reconstruction example of non-colour neutral objects. Human hand: a)

Skin under the pattern illumination. b) Colour segmentation of the received pattern.

c) Cloud of reconstructed points. d) Surface fitting the reconstructed hand. Coloured

papers: e) the coloured sheets used in the experiment. f) The reconstructed surface.
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Table legends

Table 1: Accuracy results of plane fitting obtained from the three strategies com-

pared in the paper. E denotes edges, M maxima intensity peaks and m minima

intensity peaks.
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Figures

a) b)

c) d)
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Tables

Pattern type Strategy Mean (mm) StDev (mm) Reconstructed points

peak-based M 0.30 0.22 1964

edge-based E 0.63 0.37 3938

hybrid E 0.51 0.34 3886

hybrid M 0.43 0.33 1943

hybrid m 0.52 0.41 1943

hybrid M+m 0.43 0.34 3886

hybrid E+M 0.48 0.34 5829

hybrid E+M+m 0.46 0.44 7973
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